PROCEDURE TWO
The Review of Substantive Changes
Requiring Only Notification Prior to Implementation
Changes Requiring Notification Only
Substantive changes requiring an institution to notify the President of SACSCOC prior to implementation
by the institution are as follows:
1. For site-based/classroom group instruction (where the instructor is present)
a.

b.

Initiating an off-campus site at which a student may earn at least 25% but less than
50 % of credits toward a program. The letter of notification must include the starting
date and complete physical address of the new site.
Moving an approved off-campus instructional site within the same geographic area
to serve essentially the same pool of students. The letter of notification must include
the complete physical address of the old site, the complete physical address of the new
site, and the starting date of the new site.

2. For distance learning/technology-based group or individual instruction (where the instructor and
student are geographically separated), offering for the first time credit courses via distance
learning/technology-based instruction by which students can obtain at least 25% but less
than 50% of their credits toward an educational program.
3. Initiating program/courses delivered through contractual agreement or a consortium. This
provision does not apply to articulation agreements with other institutions, clinical agreements, or
internship agreements. The notification must include (1) a letter with the starting date of the
agreement and the names of the institutions and programs involved and (2) a copy of the signed
agreement.
4. Entering into a contract with an entity not certified to participate in USDOE Title IV
programs if the entity provides less than 25% of an educational program offered by the
accredited institution. A copy of the signed agreement must be provided.
5. Repackaging of an existing approved curriculum to create a new degree level, such as an
institution that offers a full 120-hour baccalaureate program creating an associate degree from its
lower-division offerings, usually requires only advance notification, not approval

Review Procedure
Time of Notification
An institution undergoing substantive change must provide written notification of the change to the
President of SACSCOC prior to implementation. The letter must include the date of implementation of
the proposed change, and for an off-campus site, the complete physical address of the location. If an
institution is unclear as to whether a change is substantive in nature, it should contact SACSCOC staff
for consultation.
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Staff Options
Upon receipt and review of the substantive change notification, SACSCOC staff will recommend one
of the following options to the President of SACSCOC:
1. acknowledge receipt of the notification and indicate that the change will be included in the scope
of the institution’s accreditation
2. acknowledge receipt of the notification and request additional information.
Upon receipt and review of additional information, if requested, SACSCOC staff may recommend one
of the following options to the SACSCOC President:
1. acknowledge receipt of the additional information and include the change in the scope of the
institution’s accreditation,
2. refer the substantive change to the Board of Trustees of SACSCOC for review,
3. authorize a substantive change visit,
4. take other action as may be appropriate.
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